The murine stromal cell line AFT024 acts specifically on human CD34+CD38- progenitors to maintain primitive function and immunophenotype in vitro.
A stromal cell line derived from murine fetal liver (AFT024) has been demonstrated to maintain long-term repopulating murine stem cells for up to 7 weeks in vitro. We evaluated the ability of AFT024 to maintain the immunophenotype and function of primitive human progenitors in vitro by comparing the cocultivation of CD34+CD38 cells on AFT024 with that on primary human stroma (HS). We have previously reported that within the CD34+CD38- population of bone marrow and cord blood, a highly primitive progenitor subpopulation can be identified functionally by its ability to generate colony forming unit-cells (CFU-Cs) in extended long-term culture (ELTC), that is, beyond 60 days of stromal cocultivation. Cocultivation of bone marrow and cord blood CD34+CD38-cells on AFT024 produced significantly greater cell expansion (p=0.0002) and CFU-C output (p=0.0007) during the ELTC period compared with culturing on HS. CFU-C production continued up to 9 weeks longer on AFT024 stroma. After 3 to 4 weeks of bulk culture on either AFT024 or HS, cells were replated in a limiting dilution to measure the number of cobblestone area-forming cells (CAFCs) maintained on each stroma. AFT024 maintained significantly more CAFCs than did HS (n=3, p=0.002). Fluorescence-activated cell sorter analysis of AFT024 and HS cocultures showed that both the frequency (p=0.018) and absolute number (p=0.027) of CD34+CD38- cells were significantly higher in cultures on AFT024 than in those on HS (n=9). The effects of AFT024 on preservation of primitive progenitors were not seen in transwell (noncontact) cultures. Thus, AFT024 acts by direct contact to maintain the phenotype and function of the most primitive and quiescent human progenitors currently identifiable by in vitro assays.